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Name of the Activity / Event A game with formulas (optics workshop) 

Venue/Platform BVN-IAPT Anveshika - Birla Vidya Niketen Physics lab 

Date 3rd September 2022 

Resource Person Ms. SatupalLahade 

Profile of Resource Person Founder member of Anveshika, Ex-PGT(Physics) 

Modern school, Barakhamba, New Delhi 

Participants/ Attended by Students of class XII, X with TGT and PGT of 

different schools 

File Accession Dossier Workshop for Students' enrichment 

Objectives: 

To understand light as dual nature and behavior. 

To help the students in personal development through promoting skils such as self-reflection, 

confidence and communication. 

To understand all important relationship related to mirrors and lens. 

Toverify various relation of optics graphically and mathematically using sign conventions. 

Description: 

Teach a child a useful skil. Build confidence and self-esteem that lasts a lifetime."." 
- Sybrina Durant, 

Keeping the same ideology in mind, Rukmini Devi Public School, Pitampura planned to send its teachers 

and students to attend a hand on activity-based workshop renducted by BVN- IAPT Anveshika on 

"optics A game with formulas" (optics workshop) at Birla vidya Niketan on 3r0 September, 

2022.Workshop is purely based on activity and how to use these activity to understand behavior and 

nature of light and veriífy various mathematical relationships of optics using graph papers and a practice 

sheet. How to avoid or minimize errors and common errors committed by a student while solving 

Numericals and drawing ray diagrams are the key points of the amazing informative workshop. 

Ms. SutapaLahade asked various questions to the students about their perception 

What is light? 
How will you prove its dual nature? 

&Do we need physics lab or any other lab to demonstrate certain phenomena? 

Have you ever faced difficulty in solving numerical problems? 

How many of you now how to solve a numerical but unable to verify your answer? 



What are the common errors a child can make or do while solving a numerical or drawine a 

diagram 
On what basis or points on which candidate is judged/ selected? 

Key Points 

The session initiated with the introduction of how to prove light as a wave and as a particle (diust 

nature of light). 
Demonstration shown to describe path of light using laser light and dust of chalk powder. 

Explained the dependency on particle size for light to behave as a straight line or as a particle. 

Explained how to draw ray diagrams without mirror, with sign convention and justify 

mathematical relationship between object distance, image distance and focal length of the 

respective mirror. 

Explained beautifully the relation between the aperture of mirror and radius of curvature of 

mirror and under what circumstances. 

Same was explained using lenses. 

Explanation of concept is not just diagrammatically based but also mathematically in a well -

defined manner. 

It was an interactive enriching session. It was a great learning experience for all. 
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An Introduction about the Resource Person by Respected Pragya Nopani Ma 'am (Founder member of 

anveshika) 

Ms. SutapaLahade (EX PGT - Faculty, Modern School Barakhambha) 
Interacting with students 



Session with students and teachers of different schools-
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